Patent Applications

CHOCOLATE PRODUCTS ARE MADE WITH A THIN RAISED DESIGN OF A DIFFERENT COLOR ON THE TOP FACE. The design is engraved in a top face of a first mould plate. The pattern is filled with chocolate of a different color, and the second mould plate is placed in the mould cavity in registry with the pattern. When the chocolate is cooled, the chocolate product is stripped from the mould plates. PCT Application AU97/00245 is filed by Chocolate Makers International Pty. Ltd. (Bundall, Australia). Inventors are Lucas, Bruce, Roberts. Priority Australia, April 22, 1996.

A CONTAINER AND LOLLIPOP COMBINATION comprises an egg-shaped container for containing an egg-shaped lollipop immediately after manufacture, during inventory storage, at point of sale and after partial consumption, both when stored separate from and when carried by the user. Patent 5,702,742 was invented by Wayne H. Jones. Applied for on January 3, 1997, and issued December 30, 1997, to Spangler Candy Co.

SHELF-STABLE, GELLED CONFECTION CAN BE EATEN AS IS, OR DISSOLVED IN HOT WATER OR MILK TO FORM A BEVERAGE. The pieces have a water activity of 0.5–0.85, a density of 0.8 g/cc to 1.5 g/cc and a moisture content of 17 to 44 percent. The confection contains sugars, hydrocolloid gelling agents such as gelatin, fat, modified starch, emulsifier and powdered vegetable material such as cocoa. The confection is produced with conventional starch molding methods. PCT Application US97/07620 is filed by Kraft Foods Inc. (White Plains, NY). Inventors are Coleman, Saleeb. Priority U.S., May 7, 1996.*

TRADEMARKS — FILED


BLACK ICE for candy. Filed November 11, 1997, by Charms Marketing Co., 7401 South Cicero Avenue, Chicago, IL 60629.


CHOI HEONG YUEN for cookies, cakes, candies, crackers, biscuits, egg rolls and mooncakes. First use 1935. Filed November 18, 1997, by Wong Wing Cheong, Praca de Lobo d'Avila 18, 26/F A Ed. Lake View Garden, Macao.


DEWY’S CRISP for candy bars. Filed November 24, 1997, by Dewey’s Candy Company, 6850 Tod Avenue, S.W., Lordstown, OH 44481.


* This information comes from Superior Intelligence published by Superior Industries.